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Last time
Prototyping social computing systems requires a different approach 
than usual. Use social bricolage to tie together existing social 
systems in order to understand the social dynamics you’re creating.
The cold start problem occurs when a system is too empty to 
attract initial usage, so it remains empty.  Two solutions:

Focus on a narrow group initially, and broaden out later
Be prepared to bootstrap activity



Wikipedia’s growth
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Wikipedia emerged as the leading 
collaboratively edited encyclopedia and 
experienced rapid growth

From just a few editors to about 150,000 
monthly active editors in just five years

https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/en.wikipedia.org/contributing/active-editors/normal|line|All|~total



Wikipedia’s growth and decline
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…but then something changed.

https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/en.wikipedia.org/contributing/active-editors/normal|line|All|~total



Wikipedia’s growth and decline
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…and has 
continued to 
change.

What 
happened?
[2min]

https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/en.wikipedia.org/contributing/active-editors/normal|line|All|~total



German Japanese

French Spanish

Non-English 
Wikipedias: 
same pattern.

They’re all 
different sizes, 
so it’s not that 
they ran out of 
articles.

The peak hit at 
different dates, 
so it’s not 
exogenous.



German Japanese

French Spanish

So if it’s not 
because they 
ran out of 
content, and it’s 
not because 
they ran out of 
people…

What 
happened?
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Less and less of the 
editing is on the pages 
themselves; more and 
more in the discussion 
pages. [Kittur et al. 
2007]
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On CNN.com, the 
community is 
becoming more and 
more downvote-
oriented over time 
[Cheng et al. 2017]
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Do communities get 
worse as they grow?

Is this decline 
inevitable?
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Today: the challenge of growth
What changes about the dynamics of social computing systems as 
they grow?
What do you need to change, as a designer or community 
organizer, to keep a social computing system vibrant as it grows?
Topics today:

Invisible labor and moderation
Information overload and the economics of attention
Techniques for designing for a global community
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What changes about a 
socio-technical system 
as it grows?



What happened?
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Harvard
undergraduates



What happened?
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Anyone with a 
college email address



What happened?
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International



What happened?

Myanmar military

What started out narrow,  
necessarily broadened. New members  
mean new norms, culture and contestation.
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Broader participation 
exposes cultural rifts

Cis straight men reporting female-
identifying trans women: trans 
members get auto-banned



Newcomers challenge norms
New members of the system are typically more energetic than 
existing members and also interested in a broader range of 
discussion than the community’s current focus [Jeffries 2006]
Newcomers have not been enculturated: they don’t know the 
norms of the system, so they are more likely to breach them [Kraut, 
Burke, and Riedl 2012]
…and, there are a lot of newcomers, with more constantly joining, 
exhausting the resources of the existing members.
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Result: Eternal September
Eternal September: the permanent destruction of a community’s 
norms due to an influx of newcomers.
Usenet, the internet’s original discussion forum, would see an influx 
of norm-breaking newcomers each September as college freshmen 
arrived on campus and got their first access to the internet.
In September 1993, America Online gave its users access to Usenet, 
flooding it with so many newcomers that it never recovered. It was 
the September that never ended: the Eternal September.

Have you ever read: “This was so much better when it was smaller”?
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Surviving an Eternal September
What allows a community to stay 
vibrant following a massive surge in 
user growth?
Classic case: small subreddits getting 
defaulted — added to the default set 
for new Reddit users M
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Success required: [Kiene, Monroy-Hernandez, Hill 2016; Lin et al. 2017]

1) Strong moderation
2) Increased underprovision of attention

Let’s unpack these  
each in turn



Invisible labor and 
moderation



Scale does not come free.
To survive massive growth, moderators must step up their efforts 
to shepherd behavior toward the community’s desired norms.

Removing off-content and rule-breaking content
Banning persistent rule breakers 
Updating rules and handling angry flare-ups
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Invisible labor 
[Star and Strauss 1999]

Invisible labor is a term drawn from studies of women’s unpaid 
work in managing a household, emphasizing that what the women 
do is labor in the traditional sense, but is not recognized or 
compensated as such.
Examples of invisible labor in social computing systems:

Moderation
Paid data annotation [Irani and Silberman 2013; Gray and Suri 2019]
Server administration
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Example: Facebook
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Moderators are 
responsible for :
Removing violent 
content, threats, 
nudity, and other 
content breaking 
TOS



Example: Twitch
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Moderators are 
responsible for :
Removing 
comments, 
banning users in 
real time



Example: Reddit
Moderators are 
responsible for :
Removing 
content that 
breaks rules
Getting rid of 
spam, racism 
and other 
undesirable 
content



Example: AO3
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Even in systems like Archive of Our 
Own that are light on moderation,
content debates rage.



Example: Email
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[Mahar, Zhang, and Karger 2018]

Friends 
intercept email 
before it makes 
its way to your 
inbox



Why is the labor invisible?
Because all that most people see when they arrive is the results of 
the curation, not the curation happening. When was the last time 
you saw Facebook’s army of moderators change the content of 
your feed?
The invisible nature of this labor makes moderation feel thankless, 
and the content that mods face can prompt PTSD and emotional 
trauma. <3 your mods.
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Moderation’s result
It works.
Moderating content or banning substantially 
decreases negative behaviors in the short term 
on Twitch. [Seering 2017]
Reddit’s ban of /r/CoonTown and  
/r/fatpeoplehate due to violations of anti-
harassment policy succeeded: accounts either 
left entirely, or migrated to other subreddits 
and drastically reduced their hate speech. 
[Chandrasekharan et al. 2017]  29



Moderation design: 
community moderation
Community feedback: up/downvotes, flagging
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Discourse

Reddit



Moderation design: mod bots
Tools that help facilitate moderator decisions by automatically 
flagging problematic posts, and providing relevant information.
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Wikipedia 
Huggle

Reddit 
AutoModerator
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Moderation design:  
just-in-time norm reminders
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Moderation design:  
just-in-time norm reminders



Moderation design: hellbanning

When people know that they’re banned, they create new 
accounts and try to game the system.
Instead, ban them into one of the “circles of hell”, where their 
comments are only able to be seen by other people in the same 
circle of hell.
The trolls feed the trolls.
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Information overload 
and the economics of 
attention



- Herb Simon, 1971

“In an information-rich world, the 
wealth of information means a 
dearth of something else: a scarcity of 
whatever it is that information 
consumes. 
What information consumes is rather 
obvious: it consumes the attention of 
its recipients.”



“In an information-rich world, the 
wealth of information means a 
dearth of something else: a scarcity of 
whatever it is that information 
consumes. 
What information consumes is rather 
obvious: it consumes the attention of 
its recipients.” - Herb Simon, 1971

Song by Jesse P:
https://youtu.be/
FtBiU4se6WY



What’s the relationship between 
information and performance?

More information = higher performance

Humans as information processors
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Yerkes-Dodson law

Too much information overloads us



Information overload
Human decision making performance improves with more content 
and information, but past a saturation point, it decreases.
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Information overload causes 
attention underprovision
As Usenet groups grow in size, members (1) respond to simpler 
messages, (2) generate simpler responses, and (3) are more likely to 
leave. [Jones, Ravid, and Rafaeli 2004]
As a subreddit gets larger, its users cluster their comments around a 
smaller and smaller proportion of posts [Lin et al. 2017]
Fewer than half of Reddit’s most popular links get noticed and 
upvoted the first time they were submitted to the site [Gilbert 2013]
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Designing for info overload

 41

Facebook
Twitter (top)
Pinterest

Twitter
Email
Slack

Ranking Chronological

iMessage
WhatsApp
Twitch

Instagram
Reddit
Spotify

Unintuitive mental 
model, but when right, a 
front page is helpful

Simple mental model 
but spammy accounts 
can dominate



Designing for info overload
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Ranking Chronological

Unintuitive mental 
model, but when right, a 
front page is helpful

Simple mental model 
but spammy accounts 
can dominate

How do you think a system should be directing attention in an
overloaded community? [2min]



Techniques for 
designing for a global 
community



How do you test new ideas?
How do you A/B test new ideas, when there’s no easy way to 
bucket people into group A or B? Everyone’s connected…
The most common answer is country comparisons, where versions 
are launched to different countries that have similar properties.

e.g., launch one version in New Zealand and another in Australia

Want an advanced answer? Go chat with Johan Ugander in MS&E:
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Graph Cluster Randomization:
Network Exposure to Multiple Universes

Johan Ugander Brian Karrer Lars Backstrom Jon Kleinberg
Cornell University Facebook Facebook Cornell University

jhu5@cornell.edu {briankarrer,lars}@fb.com kleinber@cs.cornell.edu

ABSTRACT
A/B testing is a standard approach for evaluating the effect of on-
line experiments; the goal is to estimate the ‘average treatment ef-
fect’ of a new feature or condition by exposing a sample of the
overall population to it. A drawback with A/B testing is that it is
poorly suited for experiments involving social interference, when
the treatment of individuals spills over to neighboring individuals
along an underlying social network. In this work, we propose a
novel methodology using graph clustering to analyzeaveragetreat-
ment effects under social interference. To begin, we characterize
graph-theoretic conditions under which individuals can be consid-
ered to be ‘network exposed’ to an experiment. We then show how
graph cluster randomization admits an efficient exact algorithm to
compute the probabilities for each vertex being network exposed
under several of these exposure conditions. Using these probabil-
ities as inverse weights, a Horvitz-Thompson estimator can then
providean effect estimate that is unbiased, provided that theexpo-
suremodel hasbeen properly specified.
Given an estimator that isunbiased, we focusonminimizing the

variance. First, wedevelopsimplesufficient conditionsfor thevari-
ance of the estimator to be asymptotically small in n, the size of
the graph. However, for general randomization schemes, this vari-
ance can be lower bounded by an exponential function of the de-
grees of a graph. In contrast, we show that if a graph satisfies a
restricted-growth condition on the growth rate of neighborhoods,
then there exists a natural clustering algorithm, based on vertex
neighborhoods, for which the variance of the estimator can be up-
per boundedby a linear functionof thedegrees. Thusweshow that
proper cluster randomization can lead to exponentially lower esti-
mator variance when experimentally measuring average treatment
effectsunder interference.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: F.2.2 [Analysis of Algo-
rithmsandProblemComplexity]:Non-numerical Algorithmsand
Problems—computation on discretestructures.
Keywords: A/B testing, bucket testing, causal inference, interfer-
ence, network effects, social networks, graph clustering.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Social productsandservices– fromfaxmachinesandcell phones

toonlinesocial networks– inherently exhibit ‘network effects’ with
regard to their value to users. Thevalueof theseproducts to auser
is inherently non-local, since it typically grows asmembers of the
user’s social neighborhood use the product as well. Yet random-
ized experiments (or ‘A/B tests’ ), the standard machinery of test-
ing frameworks including the Rubin causal model [14], critically
assumewhat is known as the ‘stable unit treatment value assump-
tion’ (SUTVA), that each individual’s response is affected only by
their own treatment and not by the treatment of any other individ-
ual. Addressing this tension between the formalism of A/B testing
and the non-local effects of network interaction has emerged as a
key openquestion in theanalysisof on-linebehavior and thedesign
of network experiments [6].
Under ordinary randomized trialswherethestableunit treatment

value assumption is a reasonable approximation — for example
when a search engine A/B tests the effect of their color scheme
upon the visitation time of their users— the population is divided
into two groups: those in the ‘ treatment’ group who see the new
color schemeA and those in the control group who see thedefault
color schemeB. Assuming therearenegligible interferenceeffects
between users, each individual in thetreated group responds just as
he or shewould if the entire population were treated, and each in-
dividual in thecontrol group responds just asheor shewould if the
entire population were in control. In thismanner, we can imagine
that weareobserving results from samplesof two distinct ‘parallel
universes’ at thesametime— ‘UniverseA’ in which color scheme
A is used for everyone, and ‘Universe B’ in which color scheme
B is used for everyone— and we can make inferences about the
propertiesof user behavior in each of theseuniverses.
This tractable structure changesdramatically when thebehavior

of oneuser i canhaveanon-trivial effect on thebehavior of another
user j —asis thecasewhen thefeatureor product being tested has
any kind of social component. Now, if i is placed in Universe A
and j isplaced inUniverseB, then our analysisof i ’sbehavior inA
is contaminated by properties of j ’s behavior in B, and vice versa;
weno longer have two parallel universes.

Average Treatment and Network Exposure. Our goal is to de-
velop techniques for analyzing theaverageeffect of a treatment on
a population when such interaction is present. As our basic sce-
nario, we imagine testing a service by providing it to a subset of
an underlying population; the service has a ‘social’ component in
that i ’s reaction to the service depends on whether a neighbor j in
thesocial network also hastheservice. Wesay that an individual is
in the treatment group if the individual isprovidedwith theservice
for the test, and in the control group otherwise. There is an un-



How do you build empathy?
How can you build empathy with a huge number of communities?
How do you prevent yourself from designing for your own 
prototypical user?

One approach successfully used in product teams: show user videos to 
engineers
Bring in stakeholder groups for participatory design
Don’t assume you can. Instead, create local governance (e.g., subreddits) 
and be responsive to it.
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But more than those…
Michael suggests that first, rather than building new features, focus 
on tools that support the community and its ability to stay upright. 
This means tools for recognizing and supporting the invisible labor 
of moderation and enculturating newcomers.
This means tools for empowering users to manage overwhelming 
amounts of content.
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Back to the beginning



Wikipedia’s growth and decline
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Returning to the 
original question:

What 
happened?

https://stats.wikimedia.org/v2/#/en.wikipedia.org/contributing/active-editors/normal|line|All|~total



Growing pains [Halfaker et al. 2012]

1. Wikipedia starts small, with little 
moderation needed and strongly 
motivated contributors

2. The formula works — Wikipedia grows
3. As Wikipedia grows, the percentage and 

volume of low-quality contributions rises, 
creating strain on the reputation of 
Wikipedia and invisible labor for the 
Wikipedia editors
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Growing pains [Halfaker et al. 2012]
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4. To manage the strain, Wikipedia admins 
stem the tide: they reject more 
contributions and create bots and tools to 
help them quickly revert bad work.  
[Suh et al. 2009]
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Growing pains [Halfaker et al. 2012]
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# 
edits

5. The increased rejections lead to 
newcomers less likely to stay.



Growing pains [Halfaker et al. 2012]

# 
edits

1. Start small, little 
moderation

2. Get popular and 
grow

3. Strain under 
newcomer 
contributions

4. Institute policies 
to reduce junk

5. Lose newcomers  
w/ new policies



Not just Wikipedia [TeBlunthuis et al. 2018]

# 
edits

1. Start small, little 
moderation

2. Get popular and 
grow

3. Strain under 
newcomer 
contributions

4. Institute policies 
to reduce junk

5. Lose newcomers  
w/ new policies

Replicated across hundreds of Wikia wikis
e.g., runescape, yugioh, harrypotter, ewrestling, onepiece, clubpenguin



Summary
Growth is a double-edged sword. It’s great that lots of people want 
to play in the same playground, but the rules of the playground 
weren’t set up for so many people.
Invisible labor via human moderation allows social computing 
systems to maintain their norms in the face of massive growth.

Design can help empower this by making it easier for moderators to 
identify problematic behaviors and act on them.

Proportionally less content gets attention as the system grows.
Design can help members manage the deluge.
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Creative Commons images thanks to Kamau Akabueze, Eric Parker, Chris 
Goldberg, Dick Vos, Wikimedia, MaxPixel.net, Mescon, and Andrew Taylor. 
Slide content shareable under a Creative Commons Attribution-
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